China’s New Frontiers in Dystopian Tech

Occly: Your Wearable Personal Safety Device

Nimb: A Smart Ring that Helps to Keep You Safe and Sound

SCRAM GPS®

Mangos smart ring wants to keep you safe

Nimb Ring Teaser

Idea for hacking an ankle monitor

ROAR: Smart Safety Jewelry to Reduce Assaults

How Hackers Could Get Out of House Arrest
What does the panopticon mean in the age of digital surveillance?

Reddit: IamA person who monitors and track people that are on court ordered ankle monitors. Ask me (almost) anything.

Tracking device incorporating cuff with cut resistant materials (Patent US 20140292513)

Tamper-alert and tamper-resistant band (Patent US 9460612 B2)

Tamper-resistant monitoring systems and methods (Patent US 8736447)

How to remove an electronic monitoring tag from your ankle!

SCRAM House Arrest®
Personal security and tracking system (Patent US8466795)

Spaces of everyday surveillance: Unfolding an analytical concept of participation

Technique for detecting tracking device tampering using an auxiliary device (Patent US8395513)

ACS Omnilink: The Most Advanced Electronic Monitoring

The man that beat the house arrest system

SCRAM Continuous Alcohol Monitoring®

A Comparison of Affordance Concepts and Product Semantics
Method and apparatus for monitoring states of consciousness, drowsiness, distress, and performance (Patent US6265978)

Signal transmitting and receiving bracelet system (Patent US6081194)

Wrist-mounted vital functions monitor and emergency locator (Patent US4819860)

DISCIPLINE AND PUNISH, PANOPTICISM